HAPPIESS (2)

Let’s continue with our Self-study and recall that everything is "Vibration". This may consist of waves with: a rise, a low and a neutral sector. Many times, these vibrations are expressed as "cycles". Everyone knows the cycles for: water, CO2, moon, menstruation, sun, etc. Thus, the physical, emotional and mental worlds also seem full of cycles. There are regular and irregular cycles. We see some regularity in the respiration, circulation, digestion, sleep, wakefulness, and so on. However, when we look at emotional and mental processes, we noticed a lot of irregularities and these tend to worsen nowadays. Is it because there are many external and internal factors that can easily affect us? For some, this emotional/mental Curve is:

AGNIHOTRA, the Fire of JOY

Although, many cycles of Nature are regular and predictable, today, there are many mental / emotional irregular curves as human beings. We can look back in time and look at the present to see our curves. What curves have you generated? Through the Agnihotra, we not only get in tune with the solar cycle, but also with the Divine Will. The Agnihotra Mantra is equivalent to "Lord, let Thy will be done and not mine.” With a little effort, The walkers into the Light of the Fivefold Path can extend the state of "Equanimit" between:
- Success and failure
- Pleasure and pain
- Praise and insult, etc.

Agnihotra is a simple bioenergetic process that can be easily practice to produce more Equanimit (Serenity), and thus, be able to enjoy the fruit of peace that everyone wants.

So, let’s do Agnihotra to fill the New Year 2010 with Love, Light and Prosperity.
Dr. John Matlander  
Cuenca, Ecuador

"This experience with Homa Therapy is about an indigenous child that was trying to commit suicide drinking some acid. It completely burned her stomach and also burned her lungs. She was left for nine months in a bed in the Hospital “Vernasa” with a stomach probe (tube) and they gave her milk. Then they called me. I went to see the girl and said that we have to do all we can since there was not much time left. With her 12 years of age, she weighed 12 kilos; she was skin over bones, just a skeleton.
The director of the hospital said that he needed the bed and that she should be sent home to die. But we asked him to give us one more month.
We prepared for the child a mixture of Agnihotra ash with spirulina at 50/50 and we injected this through the stomach probe. The first month she recovered her eyesight, because she had been unable to see.

The second month she began to gain weight and started to live again. She was able to get up from bed, take some steps and return to bed by herself. After the fifth month, the girl recovered totally; she gained her weight. On the seventh month, she underwent a reconstructive surgery of the esophagus and her digestive system became fully functional. Now she is a healthy girl.

In the sixth months the Director of the hospital said, that if he had not seen this, he would not believe it.

Another experience was with a gallon of infected water that I had for several weeks. Before using it, I requested a doctor to analyze it with a potent microscope. He told me that that water was a cultivation containing fungi, staphylococcus and streptococci. Before throwing it away, I put some of this water in a 200 ml glass and added two teaspoons of Agnihotra ash. I mixed it well and left it for 3 days. Then I returned it to the doctor and asked for another checkup with the microscope and he said: "Completely pure water." So I told him that this was the same water he had analyzed 3 days ago and the doctor thought that this was impossible, completely impossible. But it happened this way, the Agnihotra ash had made this water completely pure."
Agronomist Carolina Morales  
Agronomist Cecilia Lara Pol  
Iquique, Chile

Extract about Homa Farming from a University Research

ASSESSMENT OF VARIABLES IN CROP PRODUCTION OF MELON (Cucumis melo Linnaeus reticulatus group) under two conditions: Conventional farming and Organic agriculture with HOMA TECHNOLOGY

Extract of the CONCLUSIONS:

The fruits obtained with Homa technology reach a polar and equatorial diameter greater than conventional fruits. But there was not any significant difference (p <0.05) on the thickness of the epidermis.

The fruits obtained with Homa technology show a greater preference and acceptance than the conventional ones (see figures below).

The research showed that with organic Homa Farming Technology it was possible to achieve in the cultivation the quantitative and qualitative results within the parameters of production and the required standards for quality. This test is considered a first step for future research to be done, which should focus on physiological mechanisms to give an explanation to the results with this farming technique. It should also consider external factors related to soil, climate and pests among others.

To show all the benefits that Homa Technology describes, the Agnihotra fires should be practiced in the place of farming and the conventional systems should be far away.

The test results of the hedonic scale for both treatments seen in below figures, show the preference for the Homa Products (treatment A, figure to the right) with 44% acceptance for the classification of Very Good, in contrast with 13% obtained by the Conventional one (treatment B, figure to the left). **It is also important to notice that both categories (Very Good and Good) reach 82% with Homa technology while the conventional agriculture reaches only 63%.**
continued: HOMA FARMING

This system of Homa organic farming provides a cleaner alternative and is a sustainable method in terms of production and crop quality. The nature of sustainability allows independence for farmers and associations to manage their own business, promote productive initiatives, expand cultivated areas, create jobs and promote a balance in wildlife. This is very possible through the dissemination, management and implementation of Homa knowledge.

Homa Technology and its farming techniques are a real opportunity to counteract the environmental crisis the planet is facing and to promote the concept of synergistic Integration for an awakening humanity.

ECO NEWS

Monsanto guilty in 'false ad' row

France's highest court has ruled that US agrochemical giant Monsanto had not told the truth about the safety of its best-selling weed-killer, Roundup.
The court confirmed an earlier judgment that Monsanto had falsely advertised its herbicide as "biodegradable" and claimed it "left the soil clean".
The company was fined 15,000 Euros (£13,800; $22,400). (?!?) It has yet to comment on the judgment.
Roundup is the world's best-selling herbicide.
Monsanto also sells crops genetically-engineered to be tolerant to Roundup.
French environmental groups had brought the case in 2001 on the basis that glyphosate, Roundup's main ingredient, is classed as "dangerous for the environment" by the European Union.
In the latest ruling, France's Supreme Court upheld two earlier convictions against Monsanto by the Lyon criminal court in 2007, and the Lyon court of appeal in 2008, the AFP news agency reports.
Earlier this month, Monsanto reported a fourth quarter loss of $233m (£147m), driven mostly by a drop in sales of its Roundup brand.
Source: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8308903.stm
EVENTS in LIMA, PERU

Center for Elderly people in Magdalena del Mar, Lima where Agnihotra was introduced and will be practiced from now on regular bases in order to benefit the elders.

Thanks to Mrs. Blanca Cabanillas, Mrs. Rosa Quartara (the Mayor) and Dr. Carlos Villanueva (the Director of Health of the Lima District Magdalena del Mar), a couple of Homa Therapy presentation and Agnihotra practices could be brought to elderly people who suffer from a wide range of diseases. Prof. Abel suggested to practice Agnihotra daily and take its healing Agnihotra ash for the different ailments and problems.

Photos above: (Agnihotra in the Center for Elders) Actively participating with Agnihotra fires are from left to right: Mrs. Leony de Rojas, Abel Hernandez, Mayor Mrs. Rosa Quartara, Eng. Luis Tafur, Regidora Mrs. Blanca Cabanillas, Dr. Astrid Richter.

Photo below: Homa Therapy presentation in the Chuma Chungi location for Elders.
**LIMA - PERU**

Prof. Humberto Guerrero’s Vegetarian Restaurant “Sabor y Vida” in Miraflores is ready for your family and friends to join the Agnihotra Healing sessions every Saturday at sunset and receive lots of positive and healing energies. *(photo left)*

**CAJARURO, AMAZONAS, PERU**

**Eng. Luis Tafur** (photo above 1st to the left) from Jaen, Cajamarca organized with the support of the **Mayor, Mr. Antero Duenas Davila** (2nd from left), for a Homa Therapy introduction in the Municipality of Cajaruro and in other villages of the district of Cajaruro, Amazon. **Prof. Abel Hernandez** (3rd from left) gave various presentations about the applications of Homa Technology in Human Health, Farming and animal health. **Dr. Apolinar Tenorio Collantes** (1st to the right) from Jaen, Cajamarca also joined the promotion of Homa Therapy with his healing testimony. He suffered from Psoriasis and was healed through the practice of Agnihotra and the use of its healing ashes. Dr. Apolinar opened his home for a **Homa Healing Center in Jaen.**
School Principal, Mary Haydee Ramos Naquiche, organized a Homa Therapy introduction for the parents of the students of the public school "Luis A. Sanchez S." in Misquiyacu Alto. They are all farmers. (photo this page)

Many children have problems with hyperactivity, misbehavior, low grades, etc. Besides these, the parents are facing problems in agriculture such as: high cost in fertilizers and pesticides, the necessity of increased chemical input and low harvest with decreasing quality, which leaves them with less and less financial gain to support and educate their family. Sometimes there is no gain but losses. Once again the practice of Homa farming can resolve all these problems and many more ...

This village is quite far away from the next town, has no electricity but the people are just lovely!
Audiovisual Presentation of HOMA Therapy and its effects in Human Health.

The village people assisted and also the administrative and technical personnel of the Municipality together with their Mayor, Mr. Antero Duenas Davila, who did not miss the chance to practice Agnihotra himself.

SAN JUAN, AMAZONAS, PERU

Prof. Abel Hernandez asking about the main local problems and sharing some proposals to solve these problems through HOMA Therapy.
SAN JUAN, AMAZONAS, PERU

The mayor, Mr. Antero, surrounded by children of San Juan. Even though, he only had a few sessions with the healing Agnihotra fire, he spoke from his heart about his experience of peace and well being. He also said that when one person is sick, the whole family suffers. Agnihotra brings harmony, peace and health to the whole family.

Over 100 people were waiting to learn more about Homa Therapy in the main meeting hall of the church. In the photo to the left you can see the Mayor Antero Duenas Davila sharing his Agnihotra ash with joy and enthusiasm for the benefit of old and young. Nobody wanted to leave without tasting some healing Agnihotra ash and taking some home. He is planning to introduce Agnihotra to all the villages of his district Cajaruro located in the Amazon.
**EVENTS AROUND THE WORLD**

**SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA**

**Mrs. Denia Cordero sends her greetings from San Jose, Costa Rica:**
"For my birthday celebration I invited some friends who also practice Homa Therapy; we had a wonderful time; I enjoyed it very much and so did they. We felt a strong union, a sublime energy embraced us all and the atmosphere was full of love. We were very grateful for such a wonderful experience. I thank God for having given me the opportunity to practice Homa Therapy and I feel strongly that we are on the right path.  
(photos above)"

**HARIDWAR, UTTARAKANT, INDIA**

**Reiner y Manu Szcypior send their love from Haridwar and write:**
"Swamini Surya Pratibah Saraswati at Haridwar invited friends for the New Moon Tryambakam Yajnya on 16th November 2009, which was arranged by Fivefold Path Mission Maheshwar. Saints and houholders attended the Homa fire. The atmosphere was charged with love and holy presence.

**Note:** Haridwar (Gate to Heaven) is one of the holiest places in India. On certain festivals like Kumbha Mela over 10 million people participate and Swamis, Sadhus and Saints arrive from all over India to give their blessings."
Reiner and Manu Szcypior also sent these photos from their Homa teaching at the farmers camp in Dehradun, capital of Uttarakant.

Mr. Kuldip Shiva invited them to share Homa Therapy at Bija Vidyapeeth, Educational College for sustainable Living.

(photo left: morning Agnihotra
photo below: sunset Agnihotra at the camp with students)
Bogota, Colombia

Mrs. Maria Teresa Nunez sends more photos from their regular Thursday Agnihotra gatherings. Beside these meetings in Bogota, she also invites the village people in Tenjo to join every Tuesday the healing Agnihotra fire at the small farm she runs in Tenjo. Maria Teresa writes: "The Homa Fire remains lit in Tenjo and GRACE surrounds us and blesses us more each day." (photos this page)
INVITATION TO THE UPCOMING INTERNATIONAL HOMA HEALING EVENT
HOMA FESTIVAL 2009 in GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR

EN ESTÁ NAVIDAD LLEGÁ LA SANACIÓN
FESTIVAL HOMA 2009
BAILES - CANTOS - TESTIMONIOS Y REGALOS

¿Si Ud. sufre de...?
Problemas:
• Respiratorios
• del Corazón
• Nerviosas
• Presión Alta
• Depresión
• Cáncer
• Alergias

• Estrés
• Insomnio
• Artritis
• Úlceras
• Sinusitis
• Dolores
• Migraña
• SIDA

• Diabetes
• Adicciones
• Mal Humor
• Hiperactividad
• Autismo
• Asma
• Ira, etc.

Entrada GRATIS

Sábado 12 de DICIEMBRE

En la Capilla de la “Universidad Politécnica Salesiana Domingo Comín”
(Av. Domingo Comín y Daule, diagonal a la Iglesia Maria Auxiliadora)

Hora: 3:00 pm a 7:00 pm.

Mas Info:
Clinica Homa El Buen Pastor
Tel.: 2342583 Y 5110112
Centro Homa De Guayaquil
Tel.: 238 4831

www.terapiahoma.com
INVITATION TO THE UPCOMING
INTERNATIONAL HOMA HEALING EVENT:

SOMAYAG 2010 in MAHESHWAR, INDIA

What is Somayag?
AGNIHOTRA, tuned to the biorhythm of sunrise/sunset is the basic YAJNYA which any person can perform with only a little effort. There are Yajnyas to be done at the juncture of two seasons when there is a climate change. There are medicinal Yajnyas (HOMAS). There are some special Yajnyas to be performed based on astronomic conditions. Somayag (Soma Yajnya) is one such special Yajnya. This lasts for six days.

An intelligent young person would take about twelve years to learn this technique with proper Mantra chanting. The person has to follow strict disciplines. This Yajnya is called Somayag because SOMA juice is used as the main oblation. Soma is called the king of medicinal herbs. This special Yajnya will provide an extra powerful boost of Healing Energy for the whole world. This Yajyna is one in a series of seven Somayags, which have been planned to be held at the site of Maheshwar Go Shala. The beneficial effect of each of these HOMAS lasts for several years. The atmosphere becomes medicinal, nutritious and disease-free. Somayags yield a qualitative and quantitative improvement in the psyche.

As well as Agnihotra, Somayag is given in the ancientmost body of knowledge known to mankind. Mantras are taken from Vedas. During the process of Somayag one feels elevated as if being purified to the core of one's personality. And at last a sense of oneness with the universe can be felt, so one becomes ready to devote oneself to serve the whole world.

We invite you to participate in this Somayag which will be held again at Homa Therapy Goshala, Maheshwar, situated on the banks of the Holy Narmada River in Madhya Pradesh, India.

This will be the third in a series of seven Somayagas which were initiated by Shree Vasant before He left the body. These Yajnyas will provide a major source of healing energy to assist the planet through the Earth changes which have been widely predicted and which we are now experiencing. The healing effects of such a Yajnya, performed exactly according to Vedic science, will have a major impact on the whole planet.

For those who were present at either the 2007 or the 2009 Somayag, both unforgettable experiences of intense transformational energy, we thank you for your support. Please come again.

If you have not yet witnessed a great Yajnya, this may be the time for you to experience a major planetary healing event. Let this be an unforgettable celebration. This year, we have prepared an audio-visual invitation which captures some of the highlights of the 2009 Somayag.

See: www.fivefoldpathmission.org/content/somayag-2009-video and http://www.somayag.org/node/4989

The Somayag Committee
RADIOACTIVITY

Are you radioactive? No? You don't feel anything? You don't see anything? You don't smell anything? The neighbor didn't notice anything either? No problems?
Radioactivity sneaked quite unseen into our lives. We don't hear it, we don't smell it, we don't see it. Of course, maybe we know about Chernobyl that there was something with radioactivity.
Maybe we have read about atom-tests, already hundreds of atomic bombs have been ignited - of course only for test-purposes.
And of course, many atom-driven submarines rust slowly in the oceans, somewhere far away from us, because we normally don't live on test-sites, or beside a nuclear reactor or an Atom-U-Boot. Scientists declared that the snow in the Himalaya is so strongly radioactive, that it would have to be treated as radioactive garbage! But of course the Himalaya is also far away from most of us.
Here in Europe people are warned against eating too much fish from Scandinavian lakes or eating too many mushrooms from European forests since they contain too high levels of radioactivity for the human body. Why this? These are all areas in the nature, there are no industries and no atom bombs?
Scientists determined that radioactivity is spreading all over the world through wind-streams and ocean currents, like a deadly cloud. The wind carries small radioactive charged particles into the air we breathe; the rain from radioactive clouds drops radioactive particles into our fields and forests.
When the Chernobyl accident happened, soon elevated radioactivity was also measured in South America. We therefore have the world-wide challenge to balance radioactivity, because even if we actually don't see it, doesn't smell it, doesn't sense it, even not, if it is really there, radioactivity can inflict big damages in the human beings and all life form. The effects we experience in: Pains and wounds that won't heal, higher child-mortality, higher deformity in newborns, mutations in animals and also in fruit and vegetables, and much more.
In European clinics there is a cancer-treatment, where the tumor is radioactively treated to destroy the tumor cells. And how often do I experience directly in the pharmacy many people suffering from pains and wounds, also in the healthy tissues surrounding the tumor, that won't heal, not with medicines and not with any ointment.
How often did I experience at home when I bought for example tomatoes or grapes and I left them on the kitchen counter for one week, one month or even longer that they didn't become bad, they didn't rot, they didn't change their look. What was that? These are also radioactively treated fruits and vegetables, that admittedly always look the same and can be sold for a long period of time, resist transportation challenges, but which however affect our health negatively when we eat them.
Even a TV can expose us to radioactivity, depending on the model. And how many people, also children, sit daily many hours in front of the TV?
All of these are examples that can occur in everyday's life everywhere. But what can I do in order to help myself and to protect my family?
In the next Newsletter we will come to know how to protect us from this unseen danger.
MESSAGES FROM SHREE VASANT

There needs to be more effort toward harmony, more effort toward understanding, more effort toward caring, and kindness towards others. Change the focus to the positive. No one is better than the next. No one higher, no one lower. No one right. No one wrong. In HIS eyes all are one. We need to learn to see as He sees. All are one.

TO NEUTRALIZE THE EFFECTS OF RADIOACTIVITY TRY THIS AGNIHOTRA FIRE SCIENCE FROM VEDAS TO PURIFY THE ATMOSPHERE AND CREATE A NATURAL HEALING BALANCE IN NATURE.

Things are getting much worse for everyone. Now more and more crime is there, not just in cities. Even peaceful rural areas will report increase in crime. People's minds are more and more troubled.

The atmosphere we are in determines our health and our state of mind. Happy atmosphere = Happy plants = Abundant produce and good taste.

It is like inside there is a treasure chest full of diamonds and gold and you are asked simply to go inside and open it. You have been given the key and again reminded of that key. All you have to do is go inside and open the treasure chest. You continue looking outside for answer. Go inside and you find more than answers.
On anti-Semitism, moving forward in change

...In every walk of life today on this planet there are still gruesome crimes against humanity being committed. Stop what is happening now right under your noses. Learn from the painful memories of wars gone by and atrocities which consumed an entire world in shock and in denial. Indeed, yes, there were and are those who deny the wars and say the atrocities never occurred—from civil war crimes to World War crimes!

Work for change now. Work for justice and righteousness. Live your lives as such. Forgive those who have committed injustice, but refuse to turn a blind eye from what is occurring today, as was done before in the shocking events of the past.

Live to love. Live every day to cultivate the forgiving heart, the loving heart, the open one.

If you find bitterness entering your awareness, check every window and door to your heart. Be sure to identify the weak link, the opening which allows bitterness to seep in. And close that opening tight. Fill the spaces of your heart with blessings and never the bitter taste of defeat.

Be not defeated by life. Be encouraged and inspired by its challenges, no matter how mighty the hand is that rises to threaten your peace of mind. Be strong. Rest your heart in the hands of Almighty and know that whatever challenges are yours in this life are to create a more loving soul.

When you embrace your challenges, they become lighter and in many instances, disappear. And should they remain challenges a helper will always appear to assist you in carrying them—for when you put your faith in Almighty, rest assured dear ones, there are many who serve in the cause of Divine love who are ready and willing to walk alongside you. Never fear.

Blessings.

OM TAT SAT.